
Essential� words� DAY� 1� (70�words)

autobiography biography biosphere biology biologist biological vital vitality vitalize revitalize

pesticide suicide gene genuine genetic genetics generate generation ingenious malignant

territory territorial geology geography geographical astronaut disaster disastrous astronomy astronomer

astronomical annual anniversary millennium temporary contemporary chronic synchronize cease exceed

proceed precede precedent predecessor recess gradual aggressive congress degrade progress

progressive evade invade invasion pervade pervasive mobile mobility motive motivate

motivation commotion promote promotion promoter remove removal convention conventional intervene



Essential� words� DAY� 2� (70�words)

intervention dismiss emit intermission submit omit transmit transmission pedestrian expedition

spectacle spectacular spectator inspect inspection inspector perspective prospect prospective vision

visible visual invisible revise revision supervise supervisor audience audition auditorium

megaphone microphone symphony script describe description prescribe prescription subscription telegram

autograph manual manufacture manufacturer manipulate dictate dictator predict prediction unpredictable

contradict contradictory addict dedicate beneficial defect defective deficient infect infection

magnificent formal informal conform deform reform transform convert conversion adversity



Essential� words� DAY� 3� (70�words)

reverse captivate capture conceive conception deceive perceive perception receive receipt

contain container maintain maintenance obtain sustain conserve conservativ conservation preserve

preservative preservation reserve reserved reservation
tense

tension contend extend extension

extent intense intensive distract extract subtract adhere conclude conclusion disclose

enclose exclude exclusive core accordance accordingly discord sympathy sympathize sympathetic

telepathy sensation sensational sensibility consent resent credit credible credibility discredit

incredible just justice justify justification injustice unjust conduct conductor deduct



Essential� words� DAY� 4� (70�words)

reduce reduction seduce compel compulsive compulsory expel impulse impulsive propel

pressure oppress oppressive assert desert deserted insert deposit dispose disposal

expose exposure oppose opposite exposition opposition opponent postpone indispensable suspend

valid invalid invaluable evaluate evaluation prevail prevailing prevalent precious priceless

depreciate depreciation equality inequality equalize adequate inadequate novel innovate innovation

renovate renovation eject inject injection projector reject rejection abruptly corrupt

erupt interrupt interruption aspire conspiracy expire expiration inspire inspiration fluent



Essential� words� DAY� 5� (70�words)

fluid influence influential influenza heir heiress heritage inherit inherent medium

mediate Mediterranean intermediate scent reproduce breed ripe ripen migrate migration

fierce habitat hatch inhabit dim meadow breeze majestic steep trail

fade splendid outlook mist glare phenomenon moisture frost thermometer temperate

whirl fossil storage abundant canal hemisphere province wilderness damp dense

density fertile region district radiate endangered extinct extinction ecology ecological

layer contaminate dump experiment function equipment instrument artificial evolution evolutionary



Essential� words� DAY� 6� (70�words)

utility install vapor fragile glitter shrink gravity satellite rotate spacecraft

telescope comet foster offspring adolescence adolescent bond calf grain nourish

salmon odor stain outfit accommodate accommodation basin drain tap leak

mop plumber vacuum polish rub spacious sweep literature quote civilization

racial ethnic tribe assimilation feast flourish primitive prejudice elaborate refined

preach divine eternal immortal worship cathedral pastime

 

exhibition rod souvenir

enterprise firm corporation corporate collaborate fulfill fulfillment accomplish incentive profit



Essential� words� DAY� 7� (80�words)

invest trade goods agriculture craft merchant guarantee estimate expense finance

fund income precaution inevitable alert insurance sequence investigate inhabit residence

residential emigrate immigrate charity donate discriminate outbreak strategy colony federal

embassy neutral dominate diplomat diplomatic demonstrate demonstration restrict restriction nominate

bind fold grab scatter glance leap wander peel split remedy

fatal accelerate route fare pavement graduate discipline instruct instruction superficial

approximately irritated astonished awesome grief weep trait enthusiastic flaw abandon

vanish stimulate vertical parallel correspond confess inquiry recognize insight intuition


